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Convocation
honors top
academians

S

Las Olas trip
culminates
SGA Week

By MARTHA LENG
Staff Writer
To encourage students to enjoy
themselves on campus, SGA held
its annual SGA Week Nov. 7-14.
"We were seeking student participation to spice up life on campus," President Da\id Gill said.
Several activities were held.
Monday was faculty ApPreciation
Day. All pro~
fessors were
treated
to
"we were
lunch
and
seeking
were given
gifts
from
student
participation the SGA.
activito spice up "Tins
ty celebrates
life on
our teachers
campus."
and
what
they
do,"
dave gill said Craig
president Rinker, stu-' t l · ·· · · d e n t activities coordinator.
An Open Forum was held on
Tuesday. Tills activity allows students to voice their opinions to university administrators.
During lunch on Wednesday, a
barbeque was held outdoors. In the
evening the Nine-Ball Pool
Tournament was held and the winner received a $SO prize.
Friday, both the Student
Government Association and the
Office of Student Activities sponsored a bus trip to Las Olas for students 21 and over. "Since Las Olas
bas so many restaurants and bars
and the school does not promote
alcohol and drinking for students
under 21," Gill said. "We require
students on this trip to be over legal

drinkinga,c."

JameyBing

at the
regional
playoff soccer
·game Nov. 13.
Lynn lost to
Barry
University in
overtime, 1..0.

UCCESS s ·PEAKER
~anel

probes law enforcement, security

By SHARON HARRINGTON
Staff Writer
Learning everything you need to
know about staying out of trouble
with the law was covered during the Success Speakers
presentation on Nov. 4 in the
de Hoemle International
Center.
The four presenters, Dr.
John Sullivan, Robert E.
Mangiamele, Sarah Widmann
and Mark Eberhart, spoke
about their lives, their outlook
on law and safety and gave
advice to the 100 students who
attended.
"It doesn't matter what you look
like; if it's in your heart, you can get
what you want, • said Captain Sarah
Widmann, bead of special services
for Boca Raton police. She told students that ber dream as a child was
to be a detective and bow everyone
laughed at ber. She followed her
dream and succeeded.

Next to speak was Robert E.
Mangiamele, resident agent in
charge of Palm Beach County Drug
Enforcement Administration. "The

S

By DAVID DEAULMERIE
Staff Writer
The month of October was rich
in school related activities. The
Honors Convocation was one of
these events where students with
high GPAs were given certificates
of recognition.
While the stars of the evening
were the students, family members
and professors were also given
credit for the time and effort they
invested.
"I
think
there needs to
be

recognized. n
said
James Downey S a f f i y y a
Hosein, president of the Honor Society.
Administrators distributed three
different awards. The first one,
Academic Honors, required scholars to a have a minimum of .1S credits and a GPA of 3.25. Academic
Honor Society was the second
reward for students with a 3.5 GPA.
Finally, for the President's Honor
Society, students needed to have a
GPAof3.7S.
Students explained how they
earned the honors. "I organize my
notes and I don't want any distractions," Hosein said.
Edmund Daher said that he
reads the chapters thoroughly and
rewrites them in his own words.
Administrators spoke about the
importance of professors in the students'
lives "Every professor
should be honored and highly
respected for their work and their
patience," said tennis player
Radovan Forgacs .
At the convocation, hospitality
profCaor, Dr. James Downey was
named the 1998-99 Teacher-of-

join the military and possibly not be
able to vote.
"Figure out what you want to
do. Do what you love. The money
· will follow, • said Dr. John
Sullivan, director of Graduate
Studies in Criminal Justice.
"we're not here to. make
While these three speakers
your life miserable; we're
gave advice about life, Mark
here to make. you safe."
Eberhart, the head of Lynn security, gave collegiate advice.
mark eberhard
Eberhart told students how to
head of security
be safer on campus. While Lynn
is one of the safest campuses in
the United States, he said anydecision you make today, will affect thing can happen. A tram runs from
your life forever," be said.
6 p.m. until 6 a.m. everyday from
Mangiamele, a graduate of the north lot to the dorms so stuLynn's criminal justice program dents do not have to walk alone at
told students to think before they night. Call security a! 7227 for a
acted. Taking drugs, or doing any- ride.
"Wo're not here to make your
thing illegal can get one arrested
life miserable; we're here to make
and affect a life forever.
Once people get arrested, it's on you feel safe," Eberhart said.
After the panel discussion was The-Year.
their permanent record. and they
~e SUCCESS SPEAKERS Page J .
wiD 'never be able to carry a fuarm.
~e CONVOCATION on page 2.
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Dively Frontiers in Globalization Lecture Series

Columnist William Satire shares
views with students, guests
By SHELBIE LYNN

allives of public figures:
"Boy am I glad you asked that
Politicians, journalists and other question," Safrre said. "A public
celebrities come to Boca Raton for figure's personal life is their own
the
·Dively
Frontiers
in . unless they're preaching morality
Globalization Lecture Series.
and waving it in your face."
Oct. 7 William Safrre was the
"All bet's are off when it conies
frrst guest speaker of the semester
for the· series. Before addressing
staff and friends of the university
at a formal luncheon, Safrre met
with students who had the opportunity to ask him questions.
Satire served as a correspondent for a New York radio and television station:. As a. public relations executive he built a frrm
serving dozens of corporate and
financial clients.
As a political columnist and
Pulitzer Prize author, he has written
Sa.fires•s New Political
William Saf'll'e lectures for the
Dictionary, a half-m1llion-word
Frontiers in Globalization series.
study of the words that have
inspired electorates.
to sex scandals," Satire said. He
As a politician, Satire worked used Alexander Hamilton's mistress
on the first Eisenhower Presidential and Thomas Jefferson's concubine
campaign and later became a senior as historic examples of how the
speechwriter in the Nixon White media's investigation of presidential
sex scandals aren't entirely uncomHouse.
"I like to pontificate. I have an mon.
"A historian will tell you that
opinion ori everything," Safrre said.
"You can ask me anything and if I that's how media was born and it
have an opinion on it. you'll hear was learned through our historians,"
about it. and if I don't you'll see one he said.
· Questions ranged from Satire's
created right before your very eyes."
One of the frrst questions asked opinion on prayer in schools to his
was Satire's opinion as to whether thoughts about former Pro Wrestler,
the press should go into the person- Jessy Ventura in politics.

Staff Writer

Photo by KATHLEEN SHEHAN
Marlon Calderon mixes a mocktail as his Knights in the Community
organization wins the non-alcoholoic drink contest during Alcohol
Awareness Week.

Alcohol awareness week
By KATHLEEN SHEHAN

Staff Writer
Rather than focusing on keeping
students from drinking, Alcohol
Awareness Week (AAW) hosted
activities that promoted a h~thy
lifestyle and responsible drinking.
To kick off the week, students
competed in aSK Fun Run." It is a
great idea to couple wellness with
alcohol awareness allowing the
. campus to focus on what students
are doing positively," said Vrrgi.nia
Hayman, member of the AAW committee.
A mock:tail contest was held during lunch hour. First place went to
Knights in the Community (KIC),
the community service group on

campus. They won with a non alcoholic creation called Hawaiian Lion.
James English spoke on Tuesday
about his experience recovering
from substance abuse.
Wednesday, the Florida Panthers
brought a traveling hockey shot
taker to Freiburger lawn. Thursday
Kaia Beck spoke about her experience on The Real World.
Friday afternoon, the Boca Raton
Helicopter Rescue Team landed .on
the baseball field during lunch to a
crowd of 50 students.
"It was really great to see some
activities that were fun for AAW,
instead of just the typical lectures,
said Sophomore Communications
major Danielle Winn.
·

Freshmen get advice
~uring receptions
By PAOLA MARCANTE

Staff Writer
Freshmen took one step in determining
their future at the Oct. 20 Freshmen receptions. New faces on campus had a chance to
learn about their major, meet their advisor
and the faculty. At each reception, students
heard from professors who welcomed the
freshmen class and answered questions about
their education and career plans.
The receptions took place simultaneously
at different places. Undecided students met at
the Gr~n Center and heard from professors
who made brief presentations on their fteld of
study. After hearing Dr. Lorna Shaw speak,
undecided freshman Vrrginia Bailey became
interested in an International Relations major.
"You can get a lot of careers from it." Bailey
said.
Students who had already decided on their

major went to their schools ·
to learn more. Around 12
freshmen attended the
communications reception
and learned that the center
is a hands-on facility.
Georgina Mejia was attentive to every word said on
the second floor of he library. "I have decided
that communications is my major; but I wanted to know what the department has to offer,"
she said.
On the other side of the campus in the
International Building, hospitality majors met
Dean Lindsey Deveau who spoke about career
opportunities for students majoring in this
field. "If you want to study hospitality, you
have to go where the industry is," he said.
"Florida is hospitality."
Students were notified about this event

Dr. Jennifer
Escandon
advises an
international relations
freshman
during the
reception.
Photo by
' PAOLA
MARCANTE
through their mentor from their Freshmen
Seminar class. Newcomer Paula Bambino
explained the difference between a mentor
and an advisor. ''The mentor gets us started in
our college ¥Xperience but once you decide
your major you have an advisor that will help
and assist you throughout college," she said.
The receptions help make the transition
from high school to college easier. "I really
hope they feel welcomed and that we clarified
what their majors have to offer," said Dr.
Diane Allerdyce, English department head.

"He woul& be a t&iiitivc influence if he weren't such a jerk at
times."
Students ~\<;Cl pJ)J«< about his
experience a'> a speeeliw~ter for forme~
RicMtd Nixon and
how he thinks lfiMorians will
remember him.
"I think he' wahfed to be remembered as a peaceniak#. He had no
concept of personal pnvacy," Satire
said. "On a whole he was good to
the country but the way he handled
Watergate weakened his presidency
and brought shame on himself."
One student asked Safrre's opinion about AI Gore's presidential
campaign.
"His · campaigns are terrible,"
Satire said. "I guess the word is
'Clinton fatigue.' People are not
ready to accept a thiid Clititon-Gore
term and make his man Gore president. That's the key, his man, Gore."
As far as his opinion on
Republicans Bush and McCain
goes, "If McCain can get this campaign running, then they'll have
what the Democrats have which is a
good primary fiSht," Satire said.
The final question was about
Clinton's presidential term whether
it was successful due to the economy or because he was lucky.
"It's more important to have a
lucky president than a good president," Safrre said. "If you're good,
while you're there you can weather
anything, even an. impeachment.

Convocation
From Page 1
"Focus on the positive and exhibit extreme
patience in the classroom," Downey said. He
uses a problem-solving method to teach, but
one of the problems he is unable to solve is
the beepers and cell phones that keep sounding off in class.
One of the purposes of the Honors
Convocation is to encourage students to
become tomorrow's leaders. Good grades are
just a part of leadership; school spirit and
attendance are other attributes.
Students stressed the importance of getting involved on campus. Radovan watches
the home games to suppOrt the Knights whenever he can. 111 plan my day conveniently in
order to manage my time," he said.
The turn out was l<JW. On:ly 64 out of 228
students (28 percent) showed up to receive
their prizes. Some students were unable to
attend because they had games or they had the
National Collegiate Honors Conference in
Orlando or because they worked.
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Work, share culture in apan

Security bead Mark Eberhard, DEA agent Robert Mangiamele,
Captain Sarah Widmann, Dr. John Sullivan and Dean Irving R.
Levine present tips on security and law enforcement as part of the
Su~ Speakers program.

Success Speakers share
safety ti'ps with· audience
From Page 1

over, students had the chance to ask
questions, regarding anything about
the law. Questions ranged from how
to feel safer at Lynn, to how to get
out of a speeding ticket, to whether
marijuana should be legal.
"I thought the panel was very
interesting," said sophomore communications major Danielle Winn.
"My favorite part was hearing Dr.

Sullivan speak of his life and how
he got his job as a federal criminal
investigator."
The
Doyle
International
Entrepreneurial Institute is a series
of videotapes which students can
fmd in the library to use as research
on successful business people. This
is the third year that the College of
International Studies has sponsored
the "Success Speakers" series.

By HILLARY HUNTER
Fashion Editor
Are you undecided about what
you would like to do after graduation?. Through the Japan Exchange
and Teachilig program (JET), you
can experience life in Japanese
society and· earn some extra cash at
the same time.
Consulate General pf Japan,
Hiroaki Tanaka and former JET
program participant Christopher
Miller, spoke to students about the
opportunities the JET program
offers youths with bachelors'
degrees. The JET program, invites
over 1300 college and university
graduates to share their culture and
language with Japanese youth.
"University grads are given the
opportunity to serve in Japanese
government organizations as well
as public junior and high schools,"
Tanaka said.
JET offers two different types
of
one-year
positions.
Coordinators · for International
Relations (CIR) assist in local
Japanese government activities.
Duties for this position inClude
translating and editing various government activities and assisting in
teaching government employees
the English language. CIR partici-

Making college experience
some of best years of life
a quarter of the way through the
When I
walked out of year, I began to ask ~yself if
Student Government was doing
my last
everything to make this tum of the
midterm on
century the best it could be for all
Oct.28 feelof us? If not, what else could be
ing the usual
done to ensure this common goal?
sense of
I thought about some of the
relief. The
changes we had made so far, like
cramming of
creating a parking committee to
class materifurther help resolve all parking
al, that so
related issues. In addition, steps are
many of us
David Gill do, was tem- constantly being made by the effort
SGA
of our Food Service committee to
porarily over.
President
improve the dining conditions for
In previous
years, I would on campus students. As far as campus events, Student Activities is
have been inclined to kick back
always moving onward and upward
and relax.
in their quest to bring you the best
However, in the past six
performers and activities possible.
months, I have made the decision
However, remember that your ideas
to make more out of my college
and
participation are what make
career in hopes to better the quality
these events successful.
of life at Lynn. Normally, this
You'll hear me say time and
would insight me to put my feet up
again that Student Government
and take a well-needed mental rest.
Association is here to listen to any
Realizing that we were exactly
. . . . . . . - . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. _... . ' . .. .. .... .
,._

-~...

concerns or ideas that you may
have. It is solely your input and
participation that tells Student
Government what students desire.
Those of you who know me understand that my expectations for college life consist of a few basic
things. I truly value the importance
of the education we receive in the
classroom, but I equally support the
time we spend outside of it. By getting involved with a club, organization or even attending SGA meetings to voice ideas, you're reaching
a whole different side of the college experience. Your college experience is what you make of it. In
tum, after as many years as it takes
to get through college, you should
look back and say, "I did everything I could to make those &Qme
of the best years of my life."
I know that when I graduate in
May, I'll be able to look back and
smile upon what we as a university
have accomplished.

pants must be able to speak and
write Japanese.
Studdnts who don't speak
Japanese are still eligible for
organization. Positions are a · .
available as Assistant Langua
Teachers (ALT) in local public
run junior and senior high schools.
ALT participant's main responsibility is assisting the Japanese teacher
in teaching the children English in
daily classes. .This position allows
the ALT to plan games and fun
activities to introduce the Japanese
youth to the American culture and
language.
"The JET program was one of
the great growth experiences of my
life," former ALT Christopher
Miller said. He explained that after
college he still was not sure what he
wanted to do with his life.
As an ALT, Miller spent 20
hours a week assisting in the classroom. While th~ teacher and the
students had class eight hours a
day, six days a week, Miller was
not required to work on Saturdays.
Miller did not know the
Japanese language before going to
the foreign country. After four
months in rural Guma, Japan, . he
was "all of the sudden" speaking
Japanese.

As th on English speaker in a
town of OOC , Miller received a lot
of attcnlioo Time spent with the
children - u d to teach but also to
mtroduc h m to new cultural
ideas.
trtir..;J nt.< are paid a monthly
sa
which is approximately ·
300,000 yen or about $2,800 a
month, depending on· current
exchange rates. American· participants are exempt from Japanese
income taxes based on a treaty
between the United States ·and
Japan. Miller's income for his Y,ear
of work began at $27,000. After
the exchange rates his income
increased to $30,000.
Tanaka and the JET program
are looking for three hundred participants for the next year. The
Embassy of Japan is currently
accepting applications to determine
which candidates will go on to the
interview stage.
Applications must be received
by Dee. 8 and can be obtained on
campus from Toshima Jenega, the
head of Japanese Relations.
Jenega's office is located on the
second floor in the International
Center. Students may also receive
an
application
by
calling
1-800,.INFO-JET.

·Got a gripe?
Have a question?
If so, The Pulse wants your letter!
Submit it to The Pulse newsroom on the third floor of
the Lynn Library or drop it in by the office
of Student Activities.

Campus ·Crusade for Christ
has a question for you.
LOOking for Just a

little help.
I want to make
a dlfferencet

I'm reedy to go...

Want to start something?
We do. Campus Crusade· for Christ wants to help students
launch new campus ministries. We've helped hundreds of
students do it over the last couple of years. So if you want to
start something - even if you aren't sure you are the sort of
person who could - e-mail us or check out
www.godsquad.com
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Dively Frontiers in Globalization Lecture Series

Columnist William Satire shares
views with students, guests
By SHELBIE LYNN

Staff Writer

Photo by KATHLEEN SHEHAN
Marlon Calderon mixes a mocktail as his Knights in the Community
organization wins the non-alcoholoic drink contest during Alcohol
Awareness Week.

Alcohol awareness week
ByKATIILEENSHEHAN

Staff Writer
Rather than focusing on keeping
students from drinking, Alcohol
Awareness Week (AAW) hosted
activities that promoted a he~thy
lifestyle and res1>9nsible drinking.
To kick off the week. students
competed in a SK Fun Run." It is a
great idea to couple wellness with
alcohol awareness allowing the
campus to focus on what students
are doing positively," said Vrrg\nia
Hayman, member of the AAW committee.
A mocktail contest was held during lunch hour. First place went to
Knights in the Community (KIC),
the community service group on

campus. They won with a non alcoholic creation called Hawaiian Lion.
James English spoke on Tuesday
about his experience recovering
from substance abuse.
Wednesday, the Florida Panthers
brought a traveling hockey shot
taker to Freiburger lawn. Thursday
Kaia Beck spoke about her experience on The Real World.
Friday afternoon, the Boca Raton
Helicopter Rescue Team landed on
the baseball field during lunch to a
crowd of 50 students.
"It was really great to see some
activities that were fun for AAW,
instead of just the typical lectures,
said Sophomore Communications
major Danielle Winn.

Politicians, journalists and other
celebrities come to Boca Raton for
the
Dively
Frontiers
in
Globalization Lecture Series.
Oct. 7 William Satire was the
frrst guest speaker of the semester
for the' series. Before addressing
staff and friends of the university
at a formal luncheon, Safrre met
with students who had the opportunity to ask him questions.
Satire served as a correspondent for a New York radio and television station. As a. public relations executive he built a frrm
serving dozens of corporate and
financial clients.
As a political columnist and
Pulitzer Prize author, he has written
Safires 's New Political
Dictionary, a half-million-word
study of the words that have
inspired electorates.
As a politician, Safrre worked
on the first Eisenhower Presidential
ca:rnpai and later became a senior
speechwriter in the Nixon White
House.
"I like to pontificate. I have an
opinion ori everything," Safrre said.
"You can ask me anything and if I
have an opinion on it, .you'll hear
about it, and if I don't you'll see one
created right before your very eyes."
One of the first questions asked
was Satire's opinion as to whether
the press should go into the person-

Freshmen get advice
during receptions
By PAOLA MARCANTE

Staff Writer
Freshmen took one step in determining
their future at the Oct. 20 Freshmen receptions. New faces on campus had a chance to
learn about their major, meet their advisor
and the faculty. At each reception, students
heard from professors who welcomed the
freshmen class and answered questions about
their education and career plans.
The receptions took place simultaneously
at different places. Undecided students met at
the Green Center and heard from professors
who made brief presentations on their field of
study. After hearing Dr. Lorna Shaw speak,
undecided freshman Virginia Bailey became
interested in an International Relations major.
"You can get a lot of careers from it," Bailey
said.
Students who had already decided on their

major went to their schools '
to learn more. Around 12
freshmen attended the
communications reception
and learned that the center
is a hands-on facility.
Georgina Mejia was attentive to every word said on
the second floor of he library. ''I have decided
that communications is my major; but I wanted to know what the department has to offer,"
she said.
On the other side of the campus in the
International Building, hospitality majors met
Dean Lindsey Deveau who spoke about career
opportunities for students majoring in this
field. "If you want to study hospitality, you
have to go where the industry is," he said.
"Florida is hospitality."
Students were notified about this event

allives of public figures:
"Boy am I glad you asked that
question," Safrre said. "A public
figure's personal life is their own
·unless they're preaching morality
and waving it in your face."
"All bet's are off when it comes

Wllliam Satire lectures for the
Frontiers in Globalization series.
to sex scandals," Satire said. He
used Alexander Hamilton's mistress
and Thomas Jefferson's concubine
as historic examples of how the
media's investigation of presidential
sex scandals aren't entirely uncommon.
"A historian will tell you that
that's how media was born and it
was learned through our historians,"
he said.
Questions ranged from Satire's
opinion on prayer in schools to his
thoughts about former Pro Wrestler,
Jessy Ventura in politics.

Dr. Jennifer
Escandon
advises an
international relations
freshman
during the
reception.
Photo by
"PAOLA
MARCANTE
through their mentor from their Freshmen
Seminar class. Newcomer Paula Bambino
explained the difference between a mentor
and an advisor. "The mentor gets us started in
our college ,pxperience but once you decide
your major you have an advisor that will help
and assist you throughout college," she said.
The receptions help make the transition
from high school to college easier. "I really
hope they feel welcomed and that we clarified
what their majors have to offer," said Dr.
Diane Allerdyce, English department head.

"He would 15e a ~mtivc influence if he weren't such a jerk at
times."
Student$ lso · k · about his
experience as a speecliW~ter for forme~ r
Richritd :r(bwn and
how he lhinks lfi~torians will
remember him.
"I think he' wMfed to be remembered as a peacemAker. He had no
concept of personal piivacy," Satire
said. ~On a whole he was good to
the country but the way he handled
Watergate weakened his presidency
and brought shame on himself."
One student asked Satire's opinion about Al Gore's presidential
campaign.
"His · campaigns are terrible,"
Satire said. "I guess the word is
'Clinton fatigue.' People are not
ready to accept a thiid Cliriton-Gore
term and make his man Gore president. That's the key, his man, Gore."
As far as his opinion on
Republicans Bush and McCain
g<>es, "If McCain can get this campaign running, then they'll have
what the Democrats have which is a
good primary fight,• Safire said.
The final question was about
Clinton's presidential term whether
it was successful due to the economy or because he was lucky.
"It's more important to have a
lucky president than a good president," Satire said. "If you're good,
while you're there you can weather
anything, even an.impeachment.

Convocation
From Page 1
"Focus on the positive and exhibit extreme
patience in the classroom," Downey said. He
uses a problem-solving method to teach, but
one of the problems he is unable to solve is
the beepers and cell phones that keep sounding off in class.
One of the purposes of the Honors
Convocation is to encourage students to
become tomorrow's leaders. Good grades are
just a part of leadership; school spirit and
attendance are other attributes.
Students stressed the importance of getting involved on campus. Radovan watches
the home games to suppOrt the Knights whenever he can. "'I plan my day conveniently in
order to manage my time," he said.
The tum out was luw. Only 64 out of 228
students (28 percent) showed up to receive
their prizes. Some students were unable to
attend because they had games or they had the
National Collegiate Honors Conference in
Orlando or because they worked.
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Senior citizens speak English
with international students
By JULIA JEHS
Special to The Pulse
.
Normally when you think of college students you don't think of people on social security.
A group of senior citizens, members of the Institute for Learning in
Retirement (ILIR), offer their time
and dedication to students attending
Lynn for the Intensive English
Studies Program.
On the second floor of the
International Building, members of
generation X meet their elder counterparts to talk about everyday
issues.
This Conversational
Partners Program helps the students
improve their English skills simply
by speaking the language.
'These conversational partners
are senior citizens who take courses
at Lynn," said Anita Kessler,
Academic Coordinator of .the
Intensive
English
Language
Studies. ''We spoke to the leaders of
the group and asked if they were

interested in talking with students.'!
Members of the ILIR program
were very excited about the idea,
according to Kessler. They started
recruiting people for the project,
told their friends and the program
has been growing since.
"The students love the program," Kessler said. "Not only do
they improve their English~ but
sometimes partners invite them for
dinner and therefore have the opportunity to learn more . about the
American culture.''
Gaelle Buffun, an exchange student from France, participates in the
program. "It is good to speak with a
lot of peQple," she said. "Tilis helps
to improve my English."
Gaelle's partner is Lenore
Ginsberg, a former bill collector for
an attorney in New York. She
stopped working and started taking
classes after her husband retired.
Two of the classes she attended
were How To Say 'No' Without Guilt

and What To Do With The Rest Of

My Life?
"Since I don't play cards, I don't
play tennis, I am not a gossiper and
my husband works on a golf course,
I needed to do something,"
Ginsberg said.
She then decided to join the the
unversity. "Participating in the
Conversational Partners Program is
my way of giving something back to
Lynn and to show my appreciation
for what Lynn has done for me.';
"I am very strict with my students," she said. 'They can't talk to
each other in their native language
because it is very important for
ihem to speak a language in order
for them to learn it.''
Sam Garfield is the head of the
ILIR. ''Ten years ago, four citizens
came to Lynn to ask if they could
organize some courses," Garfield
said. "Lynn was kind enough to
give us the space." The ILIR
Program started off with 40 ·students

Photo by ALYSON WEISEL
Anis Stem, a graduate student from Brazil, practices her English with a sen-

lor volunteer as part of the Conversational Partners Program.

and three courses. ''Today, we offer
20 courses to 300 students.''
The program· is composed of
courses such as current events, history, movies, art literature and science. "Most of us attend those
courses because we are elderly and
retired," Garfield said, "and we
don't want our brains to turn to

mush. We need the stimulation of
study.''
Undergraduates are also invited
to participate in the Conversational
Partners Program. ''This is a wonderful opportunity to expand their
knowledge of international students
and do conuilunity service at the
same time," Kessler said.

INTERNATIONAl POS C
South African travels globe to attend university ·
By FLORIANA ACOSTA
International Editor
Shien-Jea Kuo,l9, joined Lynn this fall. Beaches, nice
weather, and the Everglades helped Kuo decide to come to
Florida. "I will use the advantage of being in America to travel all around and see as much as I can," he said.
As a fashion design major, Kuo would like to create clothing with his own funky styles. After receiving a bachelor's
degree, he would like to pursue a master's degree in New York
to further his education.
Kuo loves to listen to music, swim, draw, write, hike and
other things that have to do with nature. That is why he misses his native country's landscape the most. ''The landscape in

English

Afrikaans

_. -- -----

............

South Africa

.

....,......._,.
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South Africa is beautiful," he said. 'There are many mountains, valleys and wildlife in Africa."
Kuo fmds ~ther differences between people 'of his country
and people at the university. "Many people at Lynn are interested in many material things," he said.
Diversity is something Kuo likes about the school. "I fmd
people too materialistic here. But one thing I like is that it is
easy to meet people from around the world and learn different
cultures.''
The legal age in South Africa is 18 which is one thing Kuo
misses about his country. "People in South Africa start treating us like adults when we are younger more than Americans
do," he said.

Shien-Jea
Kuo
Photo by
FLORIANA
ACOSTA

South Africa Facts
Cspital

Cape Town (legistative)l

Capital

Pretoria (executive)
Bloemfontein Oudiclat)

Good Morning

GoeieMore

How's it going?

Hoe gaan dit?

Capital

Thank You

Dankie

Population

Boy

Seun

Climate

Gar

Motor

Government

Republic

Film

Vlik

Language

11 officlal

Dog

Hond

Education

compulsory 7-16

Shoes

Skoe he

Currency

Brother

Boex

Rand (6.23 = $1 U.S.)
' 54.76
Life expectancy

Crazy

Maal

Literacy

44,834,520 .

semiarid, ml!d

82 percent

Food and Holidays
MOSBOLLETJJES are buns originating
from the cape winelands, where they
were made from dough leavened with
must or mos the juice of the grape in
the first stages of fennentation' • Instead
of yeast;
KALAHARI RUSKS are hard, lighlty
sweetened crunchy bread that is dunked
into the morning beverage of choice.
Th$ MILK TART With ifs puffy pastry
bas& borrowed from the F.rench, was
introduced by the Dutch.
March 21. Human Rlghta Day

September 24, Heritage Day
December 16, Reconciliation Day
December 26, Day of Goodwill
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Looking for jobs in all the right places
Recruiters from international, domestic companies conduct campus interviews
By TAPOLOGO KWAPA
Staff Writer
Y2K and, .the scarcity of jobs
seem_ t~ M ~~n~r pose a threat. as
recrwters from C:fifferent compames
come td the• tadlpus. Students hope
the)( ~~; ~~~ 5llcf{ 4~ired jobs on
the ~~lllitLJ bt tleir 'collegiate

On-Campus Recruiting, a program conducted by the Center for
Career Development, offers students a variety of job opportunities
and for employers to recruit students who meet their requirements.
Programs the ceo provides include
listing job opportunities, career
expos, direct resume referrals, oncar~t.
campus recruitment
and interviews.
"This data will
assist us in analyzing
the results of campus
interviews and or
prorecruitment
November 18
gram," said Louise
Sundermeier, direcGroup One Financial Services
tor of the Center. for
Career Development.
December2
When the time is
New York life
right, interested students are advised to
December?
sign up for campus
The Breakers Palrn Beach
interviews pertaining
to the information on
Oecember9
the confirmation data
Mullings Group
form.
Students
must
For more Information.
register for intercall the Career Center .at
views with the ceo
237·7269
to help a smooth
transition through the
interview process.

The companies provide information
about the outcome of the interview.
Students have to impress the
interviewers with both their articulation and business-like dress code.
The interviews are conducted privately on a one-on-one basis;
Monika Troll, Human Resource
Manager for CINTAS, said that the
students must prove that they have
knowledge on what they want to do,
be it through research or any pastrelated job experience. ''It shows
that they are motivated," Troll said.
She pointed out that it also
makes it easier to determine the
area in which students excel.
Recruiters such as Troll say they
are particularly interested in students' enthusiasm. knowledge and
strengths which prove their capability to enter the national market.
A friendly atmosphere is created
throughout the interviews since students are asked open-ended questions allowing them to voice their
views. Typical questions include
why they signed up for the interview, what they know about their
job preferences, and what their
desired positions are.
Troll said she doesn't downplay
students' experiences or expectations as to what they will offer when

RECRUITMENT SCHEDULE

The

Photo by DAISUKE TAKIZAWA
Isabel Bohtlingk from Argentina interviews with a recruiter about
future employment.
they face the outside market.
Preparation for the interviews is
necessary because students have to
stay focused until they are interviewed. They first have to go
through a mock interview which is
conducted by the ceo .. Students
gather information from reliable
sources such as the Internet,
brochures and advertisements the
company publishes.

''I focused on what they were
asking for," said senior Isabel
Bohtlingk,
an · International
Business major.
It is now rush time for Lynn students to prove Y2K wrong and meet
their future employers as recruiters
come to campus on a regular basis.
Call the Career Center at 237-7269
for more information.

EXTRA INCOME FOR '99
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details - RUSH $1.00
with SASE TO:
GROUP FIVE

What would you put on a wish list for Lynn University?
Compiled by Linnie Oliver and Mia Sallis

6547 N. ACADEMY Blvd., PMB-N
Colorado Springs, CO 80918

ickle
"I would wiSh rot
Greek hoUSing.~
Senior
Nick Chaikin
Hospitality

"Where shOuld I
begin? A parking
garage, locker
rooms for athlet·
~~new dorm ito.

f)',• and transpOrtation for stlJw

dents without

cars."
Sophomore
MeganBUbb
Tourism
Management

._A eafetetia·that

lS9t>e!:t24
ll®f$,"
Freshman
George
Mavrookas

Buslnesa

"A;1arger stt~<j~t
~r; It really:,
nMds·tobe
updated.~

senlor
Denlelle ttanoud
International
COmmunications

"Internet

broadcasting for
the Lyn(li ~i()
$tation.~

Junlot
Stuart
Henderson

lntematlonal
Communications
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152 N. W. 20th Street, Boca Raton
(Next to Booksmart)
561-750-3380
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Ragtime Trip

BSU goes

Tennis player
Katerina
Koldova
donates blood
during the first
drive of the
year.
Photo by

rollersk~ting

Two and a half hours of skating, laughing arid dancing for 22
students who had the time of their
live at a Skate Zone in Lake Worth
on Oct 28.
The Black Student Union event
had a competitiOl) for different age
groups to see who could come first
in a rollerthon. David Sacks, junior
Human Resoun:es major, was one
of the students who participated in
the competition. His perfonnance
was enough to get the Whole

crowd to start dancing and cheering him on. After he finished his
act, the servers gave him two free
sodas for his efforts.
"It was extremely exciting to
rollerskate and rollerblade, I felt
like a kid again," said Farah SaintVail, a member of the BSU. The
organization
meets
every
Wednesday at 8:30 p.m. on the
second floor of Lynn Residence
Hall in the 1V room.
· Contributed by Nytricia Smith.

Trick or Treat
Over 100 costumed children
came to celebrate a safe
Halloween in the Henke Room at
Sigma's Third Annual Halloween
Bash ''Trick or Treat on Sigma
Street."
The members of Sigma along
with the help of several clubs and
organizations,
turned
the
International Center into a festive
· atmosphere for children from
local elementary schools.
They played games, made
Photo by NATALIE SMITH
crafts and held a costume contest,
and of course went trick or treat- Manuela Gravla prepares for
Trtck or Treat on Sigma Street
ing for candy.

MIA SELLIS

Give .blood, save a life
The Community Blood Centers
of South Florida came with the
theme ''blood drive to save lives"
Sponsored by the health office to
provide students with an easy way
to donate blood on campus. The
blood drive was held in the auditorium on October 26 and 27.
The Residence Hall Association

worked with Kathi Roberts,
Director of the Health Center, to
provide students who gave blood an
opportunity to win prizes.
"I like helping people in need,"
said Funeral Services major Bobby
Nardolillo, senior, while he was
donating blood. "I feel special when
I help someone else."

Crew athletes
hold row-a-thon
Athletes on the crew team held a
rowathon during Midnight Madness
to bring an awareness about the
sport to the campus.
At the Oct. 14 event; rowing
machines were set up on the gymnasium ·floor of the McCusker
SportS Complex for the team.

Flying High
• Aviation school
purchases plane
for student pilots
to train in the air
the airlines," he said.
By ALERO EDODO
Morice said he is there to make sure that
Staff Writer
Since the dedication of the Burton D. students get the flight time they need. He
Morgan School of Aeronautics last year, the encourages the students to come to him with
school has purchased its own airplane for avi- any problems they have concerning the program. "It's our goal to take
ation students.
care of our students," he said.
"It's important that
"it's our goal to take
When the students begin
we're doing our own
care of our students."
lessons, they fly with an
.training," said E.K.
instructor by their side. After
Morice, one of the
ek morice
a
number of hours, they are
.flight instructors and
instructor
able to fly solo.
~rdin4tors for tfm.
When soloing, they fly
program.
Morice said the school is looking for more &lone and instructors communicate with them
flight instructors to hire. ''We are seeking a by radio. According to Morice, three of the
professional pilot but have found that the most students will soon be able to fly solo because
q~ed candidates are already employed by they have received their certificate.

Photo by STEFANO PAPALOS
Coadt Carla Cordero watdtea crew
athlete during the row-a:thon.

Senate Activities Board
(SAB) provided eight students
and 10 staff members with the
opportunity to see the Broadway
Series show, Ragtime, Oct. 12, at
the Broward Center for the
Performing Arts in Fort
Lauderdale.
With prices marked down
from $47 to $27 for students.
Sophomore Dan Sullivan, political scieoce major, was able to
enjoy the show. Sullivan said the
show was "terrific, the actors and
actresses perfonned unbelievably well to recreate the atmosphere of the early 1900s."

Christians eat
Jewish food
Hillel is an organization for
Jewish students and those who
wish to learn more about the religion and culture.
Oct. 22 the group gathered
for a Shabbat dinner. "A new a,nd
interesting experience for thoSe
who are not Jewish," said Jacob
Lucarelli, Hospitality major.
The dinner began with a short
service giving thanks for the
week and the food they were
about to eat. English translations
were provided for those who did
not read Hebrew.
Hillel meets on Thursdays at
5 p.m. in the Frieburger Lounge.
Future activities include bowl·
ing, a barbecue and a pool p~
Contributed by Heidi Cohen

Internatio-nal students
visit Mae Volen Center
national students to learn more about the
By VERONICA HOMPS
United States and the English language.
Staff Writer
students .
"We supplement their classroom learning
When
in
Advanced
Communications class of the Intensive of English with local field trips," said Ivy
Gato, English Skills teacher
English
Studies
Department visited the
and international adviser.
Mae Volen Senior Center
"This helps students to
"this helps students
on bet. 4, they spent time
interact with different types
to interact with
of people and practice conwith ~ group of centenardifferent types of
versations simultaneously."
ians.
people and practice
During the semester,
They were able to
conversations
interview and listen to
students visit other places
these people's experioff campus, including the
simultaneously."
West Palm Beach County
ences.
Courthouse.. There they
"'lbe experience was
ivy gato
observe trials and see how
unique because I was
international ac;jviser
able to talk to these peothe American judicial sysple and learn about the
tem works.
elderly community in the
A few South American
students said they found the
United States," Yuki
trip particularly interesting because their
Noma said.
Programs such as this one help the inter- countries don't have a formal judicial system.
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IDNIGHT
AD NESS
more Erica Cohen said.
Spectators had a variety of
events from which to choose including Mini Madness. Teams of six
competed for points in four events:
drawing a team banner, a disoriented bat contest, pass the tennis ball
and team relays.
''This was an event where the
students could be involved and feel
part of the team," student coach Ben

By MICHAEL BRIDGES
Staff Writer
Basketball fever is in the air, and
it's time once again to lace up the
sneakers and hit the hard wood.
With the 1999-2000 season
approaching, fans had a sneak preview of what's ahead during the Oct.
14 Midnight Madness pep tally.
. "It's one of the best activities
that goes on here at Lynn," sopho-

Connolly said.
The big prize was a $10,000 shot
someone could take for having the
winning raffle ticket. However, the
shot was not successful.
More than 300 students attended
Midnight Madness. "I thnk this is
an important event that all the students should go to and show their
support," said junior Dave Sachs
who is also the school mascot.
Even the cheerleaders were
pumped up. "This Midnight
Madness was a blast," said sophomore cheerleader Denise Laiazza.
"Coach Dixon works us hard and
puts in a lot of time and effort."
That night was the first time basketball teams could officially begin
practice according to NCAA regulations. The fust non-exhibition game
was Nov. 14.

Photo By STEPHANO PAPALOS
Students participate in team relays for Mini Madness. The
cheerleading squad poses after getting the crowd pumped up.

(NOVEMBER
19

l

Habitat for Humanity
OSA: Night at Boomer's

22

SAB Movie: Austin Powers:
The Spy Who Shagged Me

29
30

Keep in shape
at Fitness Center
Work with personal trainer, take class
By LANCE LA'NDIS
Staff Writer
The Fitness Center can keep you in
shape and get you fit. No membership is required, and there is staleof-the-art equipment -available and
inspected for your safety throughout
the day while video cameras above
the equipment watch for any problems.
Need an exercise package? Have
no experience exercising? No problem, just ask any staff member of
the gym to sign you up with a personal trainer.
Enjoy the outdoors? Drop by to
sign out a bike (Student ID
required) and enjoy yourself or with

Thanksgiving Recess begins at
noon
Classes resume
S.A.I.L. Leaders Workshop
7 p.m. ASSAF 201
SAB: Barry Drake's
Rock 'n' Roll Show

your buddies riding through Boca
Raton.
Sign up for classes and activities of
your interest: Aerobics (Step and
traditional), Yoga, Tae-Bo, Martial
Arts, Flag Football, Softball,
Soccer, Tennis, Volleyball and
more.
Located on the first floor of Lynn
Residence Hall in front of the elevator, the center opens from 7:30a.m.
to 8 p.m. Monday through Friday. 1
p.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
For additional information please
contact Sue Merril, Director and
Coordinator, at (561) 237-7260
from 7 a.m. to 12 p.m. and at extension 7316 after 12 p.m. 1

I

1

Boca Raton Parade
Womena' Basketball 7 p.m.

10

Knights of the Roundtable
Holiday Gala

3

Last day to register for May graduation
SAB Movie: Wild Wild West 8 p.m.

14

Community Service:
Holiday Caroling

4

Mens' Basketball 3:30 p.m.
BSU: Dance Party 8 p.m.

15

Fall classes end
Study Break Breakfast 10 p.m.

6

SAB: Straight Pool Tournament 7 p.m.

16

Final Exams begin

7

SAB: Coffeehouse: Open Mlc 8 p.m.

18

Mens' Basketball 3:30 p.m.

8

Womena' Basketball 6 p.m.

22

Residence Halla cloae at 5 p.m.
Winter Break begins

9

S.A.I.L Leaden Workahop

23

Final Gradea due

BLOO Concert

20

24

( DECEMBER

Photo by ALYSON WEISEL
Senior Buzz Gilhooley working with weights in the Fitness Center.
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EDITORIALS

Senior visual
design student
Betsy Hill took
this interior shot
of a Roman
Catholic
Cathedral in
London for an
architectural
photography
class while
studying abroad
at the American
Intercontinental
University last
summer. Hill's
work is exhibited
in the
International
Center throughout the semester.

Campus speaker misses point
during alcohol awareness week
· Beck from The Real World
e to students during Alcohol
AMI'~N~ness W~ek. If you attended this
event, you would not have known it
was for alcohol awareness. Beck
barely touched on alcohol with her
expressions of her views on life.
She had interesting points, and it
is great that she was willing to share
them but I don't think this was what
the AAW committee had in mind
when they were booking this speaker.
Another question to consider is
did the committee actually see her
speak before booking her? Or were
they so caught up in the fact that she
was on The Real World and they
could get her, that it didn't matter?

What we find most interesting is
that the turnout of this event was one
of the highest all year. Why? Most
likely because Beck has been on TV
and not for any major accomplishment or because of a special talent
She's an ordinary person that was
picked to live in a house and have
her life taped for a television show.
Do you think if the ~niversity had
booked a great speaker who exuded
knowledge of alcohol and could
motivate and inspire, there would
have been this kind of turnout?
Doubt it.
What does this say about about the
students at Lynn? Perhaps they have
a distorted view of 'the real world.'

Donation policy causes debate
drives are a way for stuo give to the community.
w er, recent concern was that
students from some countries were
not allowed to doqate. Some were
offended calling it discrimination.
After speaking with the health
center, we discovered that during the
screening process, any person who
falls into a high risk category, meaning they may have been exposed to
small pox, hepatitis, malaria and even
undetectable strands of the HIV
virus, will be refused.
The purpose of a blood center is
not to serve as a testing facility as
testing is expensive. It is a federal

a

restrictiou not to take blood from
people from certain countries due to
this high-risk factor.
We still need blood drives. We
still need these restrictions. Every
precaution that can be taken to pJ:event the spread of disease should be.
What is missing? There should be
more communication and education
utilized to handle this delicate subject. Also, the members of the blood
center should be more sensitive when
refusing donors. Finally, there needs
to be an HIVIAIDS testing program
on campus.
Let's create a powerful health
resources system on campus.

Letter to· the
Dear Editor,
I used to think that there were strange
things in life, those little quirks that were
·placed here by God to make mortal life interesting. In this case, I believe the elevator in
the student center to be much more than a
quirk - a test of my patience.
You'd think i:hat a slab of reinforced
metal on an electric track would be a relatively easy thing to fix, especially for a company that repairs elevators. Heck, if we can
put a man on the moon, this shouldn't be too
difficult, but then again, stranger things have
happened.
The replacement parts we're all waiting
for with bated breathe are probably made in
some top-secret elevator-testing facility
tucked comfortably in the middle of
nowhere paid for and maintained by the
United States government: your tax money at

work.
None of the scientists (all of whom have
a Ph.D. in elevator astrophysics) are told
what they're working on; and are conditioned to deny everything, which is why
nobody knows where the parts are. The
repairman I need is most definitely the guy
who stands behind the President with the
briefcase handcuffed to his wrist (no wonder
we can't find the keys)-a very busy gentle-man who holds all the control codes to every
elevator in the nation.
When the parts we need are finally
signed off by the U.S. Attorney General, and
the army stamps it ''Top Secret," the parts
will then be carried on the back of a camel
through every third-world nation. So you
see, there ARE reasons why the elevator
repair business is so covert and dangerous.
· Cliris Kelly, Freshman

Pressure: Plan the rest
of your life RIGHT NOW
I have gone from wanting to be an
actress to a politician to a police officer to a
news broadcaster. Nowt what do I want to
do? Who knows.
We've all probably changed our minds a
thousand times about 'what we want to be
when we grbw up.' It's interesting that
from childhood we are being trained to
decide and begin to
work for what we
want to do in our
future. Some have
parents that decide
for them what they
will be doing long
before its ever
thought about.
What if we just
concentrate on who
we want to be in
Natalie Smith
the present and
Editor in Chief
focus on what
makes us happy?
Wouldn't this allow everything else to just
fall into place? Afterall, if you live your life
out of what other people (including your parents) think, you give up your dreams and
will be ultimately disappointed.
I have one month to decide what to do
with the rest of my life. "Supposedly." This
is the last semester of my undergraduate
career. I don't know what I want to do or
where I want tQ go. But, I'm not worried. I
know that I will be okay. Sure, it's scary.
According to Eleanor Roosevelt, you gain
strength, courage and confidence by every
experience that you really stop to look fear
in the face.
The average person changes jobs/careers
several times during their life span. How are
we supposed to choose from so many
options and stick to it for life?
Enjoy where you are right now, right this

I

minute. There is no better place to be. When
your there· has become a here, you will simply obtain another there that will again look
better than here. One of life's greatest challenges is to de,cide what is important to you
and disregard everything else.
So, what do I want to be when I grow
up? Hmm...l think I'll just focus on growing
up.

Correction: The Pulse would like to
report an error in last issue. Jhe
library no longer charges to print.
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WLYN programs attract DJ mix
Alternative format of radio station creates diverse programming
By MIKEY DREAD CAMPBELL

Entertainment Editor
Broadcasting from the second floor of the
Student Activity Center on campus, WLYN
96.1 FM is providing a variety of cutting edge
programs attracting a wide range of listeners.
Some listeners get so excited they even
volunteer as on-air Dis and radio personnel
and become a part of the WLYN mix.
"You don't have to be a communications
major to get involved," Station Manager
Stuart Henderson said. "It's a: student run
organization."
Covering a seven-mile radius of the Boca
area, the station has been on air for seven
years and is considered by students to be one
of the most magnetic campus-related actiyi•
ties next to sports and The
Pulse newspaper.
Music is
an·attracti on

and the celebrity status that an on-air personcommercial-free, musical backdrop of
·
ality enjoys is also an inte~ part of the selected songs.
media. However this is also a class. Where
"The station is a lot better now than it was
students can earn 1.00 credit when enrolled in last year," said senior Morten Kristensen, an
the Radio Practicum class. Now isn't
International Communications major.
that sweet?
"It has a bigger variety of music
The station operates on a
and shows."
24-hour grid with ·live
Each show is awarded a
programming each day
two-hour slot and Dis
beginning at 9 a.m.
have to adhere to the
"the station Is a .lot
and ·then goes into
station's play list durbetter now thi:t\ It
ing the broadcast day.
automation
from
was last year. n hu a
midnight to 9 a.m.
Evenings
m~e
bigger variety of
the following day.
way
for
specialists'
music and sho •
The over-night slot is
programs where Dis
strictly uninterrupted
create their own play
lists and program format.
music and provides a
Each day the specialists'
programs start at 8 p.IQ.. and
run until midnight. The Thesday
night Sports Talk show airs weekly
between 8 p.m. and 10 p.m. According to
Henderson it is extremely popular and
receives lots of calls from students all night.
"I'm from Ireland so I would like to hear
more dance music because it's popular in my
country and I would like to hear more of it
here, n said' sophomore Michelle Graham, a
Psychology major.

WLYN 96.1 FM gives new artists and
unknown bands on-air exposure. The music
library receives an average of 25 CDs a week
from record companies seeking an outlet for
their new signings and \)oa.sts a diverse catalog of songs. The philosophy behind the
music programming is to play all genres of
music and has been s~ssful in achieving
this repertoire ever since its inception.
"WLYN 96.1 FM is offering listeners an
alternative to typical mainstream manufactured bands who are deSUOying the industry,"
Henderson said.
The station is consi4te(iag expanding its
format to include a news department and
welcomes volunteers wi.dt aews writing skills.
'There is little or no support from volunteers
to embark: on t uews reporting
career at WLYN 96.1 ~=·said News
Director junior Elaine RJUo)l. "However
being appointed News Q.~Nctor, my goal is,
by the end of the semester, ta have the news
on the air just as much Is lie music."
To learn more about Wl;.YN 96.1 FM campus radio and become a .;lift of this phenomenon tune in 'to 96.1 FM tall561-237-7150.
This station is reaDY ~king. There is
none like it in Boca.

or

Monday Question lime with SGA, Deep House Grooves
~---

Tuesday Failure to Yield

Call 237-7150
for a detailed
schedule.

Wednesday The Zone Sports Show
~Whatever

Friday Reggae in the Day
Saturday Techno Junkie
Sunday Classcial Music Harid Conservatoy, Sports Focus
Photo by

Statioa Mauger tuart H.endenDD worb witla equipaeet u well u tbe stu
WL 96.1 FM.

MIKEYDREAD
CAMPBELL

ate their own ncUo

Romantic comedy pleases men
Realistic love story appeals to both genders
Review by SIMON VAINRUB

Willis) and Katie (Michelle Pfeiffer)

News Editor

falling out of love. They have kids
and pretend to be happy for their
sake. The film cuts from the past
to the present. Establishing how
they met, how they. fell in love and
how they ended up out of love, ~d
how the sparks fly when they fight.
There's no nudity, but the dialogue
is at times racy, especially the
scene of the men having dinner and
talking about sex.
Bruce Willis had a wonderful
performance, very sensitive and
loving. Michelle Pfeiffer's acting
was her best ever, especially the
monologue scene at the end of the
movie which she delivers gracious-

I wasn't expecting a good film,
I was expecting everything to be
terrible and nauseating that would
give me the opportunity to trash it
in my review.
Fortunately, it wasn't bad at all.
Of all the romantic comedies I
have seen, this would have to be
the best. The actors were so convincing, so realistic that one can
easily identify with them. The cinematography, music and the dialogue were of total perfection.
Even the minor characters were
hilarious.
The &tory is about Ben (Bruce
'

I

ly. Who knew that a model could
have such a brain and such a talent
behind that body? Still, you won't
see her naked, no you won't!
Unlike other romantic comedies, the men in the audience really
seem to enjoy it, even though this
genre has been traditionally
female-oriented.
Old Bruce howev~r is aging
quite fast, the beautiful pectorals
he had in Pulp Fiction, not to mention that stunning bare chest has
been replaced by a balding head
and a hairy ch~st. As for Pfeiffer,
she does look rather fascinating as
the older woman, but not as pretty.
Part of the costume designer's job

onct.d by Rob Reiner. Wrnlllll bJ
2welbeL Running me· 82
"RRIIId R (tar
brief ..xuallty).

ml,..,..._

was to make her look plain like the
average Jane because if she had
looked gorgeous than who is going
to relate to her? Even Elizabeth
Taylor had to look plain and ugly
for Who Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?.. So, if she can afford to
look dreadful at times, so can

s

AIM

eangu...-n

Pfeiffer.
What you· can expect from this
film is to learn about what not to
do in a relationship, and since most
of you plan to be in love with
someone some day, everyone needs
to watch it. Aside from that, you'll
laugh and have a good time.
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Steir1man donates African art collection; exhibit
to officially open during BJa~k History Month

Photo byMJKE CAMPB
Darolyn ColodltJ e.Joys the African
Art in the libraQ'. ·

By DOWRES IRIGOIN
Staff Writer
The African art collection that was
~nated to the university is considered one of its most valuable and
significant treasures.
Arthur Steinman, a local resident
of Boca Raton, has had a fascination ,
for African art for his entire life.
Steinman decided to donate a collection
of African art to Lynn University with
the contingencies that the display
should be secure, housed in beautiful surroundings with custom dis- .
play cases and proper lighting. The
university has been able to meet all
th~se criteria, and the African art collectiot:t was therefore donated. "Steinman
also wanted the collection to be in close
proximity to his house so he could view
it fr~m time to time," said Susan
Sutherland, the collection's assistant
coordinator.
At some point in time the Louis and
Anne Green Center for the Expressive Art

will be customized to accommodate additional
displays of African art. "It is the first time in my
entire career that I have the chance to be in a university where an African collection is exposed on
a permanent basis," said Christian Genolet, ajunior ·business student.
The university staff is currently expanding the
collection in the librarY and all displays are rotated every six months. In the future, the Green
Center will be used for additional display of art,
various forms of expressive art, as well as a
venue for performances of the Harid School of
Music programs. According to Sutherland, there
will be a formal opening of the exhibition at the
.ar~n Center next February and all the library
display cases will be there as well.
The Green Center will
be as originally designated
an expressive arts center.
Some of the most unusual
pieces
are
chieftain
thrones. These thrones
were very often used 1o
carry the chief from village
to village by chair bearers.

Other works in the collection are the ceremonial
dance masks which were a very significant part
of tribal rituals.
This African art collection is valued at more
than ·$600,000. "The university is· honored to
have been chosen to house this very special
African art collection," said John Gallo, vice
president for development. "It is of significant
importance because of its artistic contribution
and the culture it represents!'
Steinman also donated part of his collection
to the University of California at Santa Barbara.

Am$rican Beauty urges positive view on life
ByALEXAND
Staff Writer
Andoh, w
Kevin Spacey
in an Oscarworthy perform• .as Lester
Burnham, a dis~kmed family
mat:t who realizef:that something is
rotten in suburbi~ltis iife is so
bad, in fact, that he ~Is he has
very little to loserWben he ju,mps
headfirst into a
involving
reckless self-di~.
Lester's stru~ .~ escape the
rut of his life s . Jess like a

c$is

behavior by htlving a fling with a
midlife crisis and more like a
co-worker (Peter Gallagher).
rebirth of adolescence. When
Meanwhile, Jane starts to focus her
Lester isn't alienating his controlattention on the drug-dealing boy
freak wife (played by Oscar nominext door, Ricky (Wes Bentley).
nee Annette Bening) and confused
Speaking of Ricky, the levelteenage daughter Jane (Thora .
Birch), he's befriending the teenage headed and articulate teenager has
his own hectic family life to deal '
drug dealer next door or lusting
with: aside from his catatonic
'
after Jane's sultry best friend
mother (Allison Janney), Ricky
Angela (Mena Suvari). And that's
must use his entrepreneurial skills
just for starters!
to stay one step ahead of his abuThe freer and happier Lester
. siv~. autocratic father (Chris
gets, the ~grier his family gets.
Cooper). It is rare to see a movie in
Carolyn reacts to Lester's reckless
which eacb character is very sympathetic despite. having a number of
flaws.
Ac~. not every character in
the film is ~ply flawed. The only
two "normal" characters in the
entire film are the gay couple (Sam
"Seli(Jf8J yMrs ago I answered
Robards. and Scott Bakula) that live
a si~ tid and have had a
next door. They are the only two
successful career ss sn
entteplehflllr In the msrlcet
people in the film who don't abuse
reSfliJidllndustry. Responding
·anyone or take up weird habits
to thiS opportunity may open a .
while maintaining highly successcareer path for you. •
·
ful careers. It's as if they were able
to isolate the parts of themselves
that make them different from others (namely, their homosexuality)
accept them, and move on. This is
part of the brilliance of the film:
while ~e characters might fit into a
certain group at first glance, they
actually have much more to them
on closer examination.
American Beauty is not a movie

Lester Burnham: Kevin Spacey
CarQiyn Burnham: Annette Bening
Jane Burnham: Thora Birch
Ricky Fitts: Wes Bentley
· Angela Hayes: Mena Suvari
Colonel Fitts: Chris Cooper

Directed by Sam Mendes. Written by Alan Ball.
Running time: 120 minutes. Rated R (for strong
sexuality, language, violence and drug content).
lif~. open up our eyes to the beauty
that's easy to categorize, because it
that surrounds ·us•. and move our
isn't your ordinary movie. You'll
find yourself laughing out loud and lives in a positive direction. The
dark comedy marks the feature film
trying to remind yourself that it's
directorial debut of Sam Mendes,
supposed to be a drama, or on the
verge of tears and trying to remem- the award-winning theatre director
best know.n for The Blue Room, the
ber that it's a comedy. The tone of
hit London play that recently
the fllm is often reflected by
· moved to Brqadway starring Nicole
Lester's flat, matter-of-fact narraKidman (where she made headlines
tion.
by appearing nude), and the Tony
While some might dismiss
Award-winning revival of Cabaret.
American Beauty as being overly
I just hope Mendes isn't just a onepessimistic, it actually seems to
hit wonder. It will be interesting to
offer us a glimmer of hope: the
see how he tops himself in his secmovie isn't about problems, but
solutions. This film urges us to stop ond film.
worrying abo:ut the trivial things in
. '
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Women's soccer fails to receive bid,
unable to defend championship title
Nathan
Murray
Sports Editor

No where.to go
It's finally over. The season has
ended and there are no more games
to be played. The four years of
hard work, discipline, and extreme
dedication on top of the countless
years spent playing as a youth have
all come to a screeching halt.
With such an abrupt end to the
women's soccer season, the question for senior players is ... now
what?
Unlike men's soccer, the
women do not have a pro league in
the United States, or in any other
country, to call their own. There
are no major league soccer scouts
checking out the games or any pro
managers looking to recruit. Once
the women have played the final
game of their last year collegiately,
that's it.
Despite many of the seniors
playing soccer since as early as
they can remember and devoting
much of their lives to the game,
there is realistically nothing else to
set their sights on playing-wise
after college.
The team achieved greatness
last year by winning an NCAA
national championship title, but as
far as women's soccer is concerned, that is about as far as the
women can ga, but the talent and
popularity of the game is definitely
there.
Soccer has recently become the
most popular youth _sport being
played in America right now, and
just this summer the U.S. women's
squad won the World Cup held in
cities all over the natio with the
fmal match setting a record as one
of the most watched televised
sporting events in history.
But the question of what to do
still remains for seniors who have
completed their tour of duty.
The MLS was launched
promptly to maintain interest in
soccer in America after the World
Cup was in the United States in
'94 and it is succeeding. Why
couldn't the same formula have
been applied after this year's
women's World Cup?
The talent and youth backing is
there. It's just time for America to
realize it

By NATHAN MURRAY
Sports Editor
The NCAA collegiate soccer playoffs begin
this week all over the nation, but for the first time
in over five years the women of Lynn University
will not be competing in the postseason.
Returning from a national title winning season just last year, the women failed to advance
out of the region with a bid to the playoffs by losing key regional matches versus Barry University
and the University of West Florida.
"There's really a small room for error in [the
NCAA] Division ll," said head coach Rocky
{}fezzoli, "With only 16 spots to qualify for, you
really can't make mistakes in the regional
games."
And that's exactly what happened to the Lady
Knights. The first key loss came against conference rival Barry where the women conceded the
one and only goal in the match with just five minutes remaining in regulation.
The final straw that took away any chance for
a playoff spot came in. the second to last season
match versus West Florida. fu another tightly
fought game, again the game winning goal came
in the final minutes of regulation .a s West Florida
notched the win and advanced out of the region.
fu both matches the Knights failed to score
against their opponents. A problem that has persisted all season.
"This year we've lost 1-0 in our important
ga111es, and that can't happen," said senior Jannie
Ni(folaisen, "I don't think we' ve really been able
to play the best we could have this season
because one of our biggest problems all year has
been scoring."
Orezzoli agrees. "The difference between this

In the season
finale against
Florida
Southern
Lynn won 9-0.
Junior Jannie
Nicolaisen (7)

was one of
se~en

to the AllSunshine
State
Conference
Team.
Photo by
DAISUKE
TAKIZAWA
'year and last year is that last year we finished our
chances to score."
Other teams that made· playoff appearances ·
last year failed to make a bid this year as well.
Sonoma State, who made it to last year's national final versus Lynn, is one of those teams, which
only goes to show that last year's best won't
always automatically finish strong the following
year.
"Teams always come out after us and play
their absolute best because they know we were
last year's national champs which makes it harder for us to create chances," said Nicolaisen,
"And we've been ranked first for much of this
year so every team aims to knock us out."

Despite the hopes of defending a national
crown and maintaining a first-ranked position
most of the year, the Knights ended the season
sixteenth overall in the nation with a 11-4 record,
and second in the conference (4-1).
With all the momentum the Lady Knights had
carried in the beginning of the season, it took
only two games to put an abrupt end to any
chance of making a repeat
The Knights will lose six seniors, four of
whom were· starters, and will begin rebuilding
from there.
"If there is one thing the game teaches you,
it's that it humbles you," said Orezzoli. "You
never know what's going to happen."

CC athletes
run in meet

Volleyball ends season
with school's best record
By MIKE PASSAFIUME
Staff Writer
As the closing of another volleyball season draws nearing, this
year's squad has something to ~
proud of. Although the record that
the Lady Knights have complied
doesn't immanently stick out at the
naked eye, by far this has been the
most successful season in the short
existence of the program,.
Coming into this season, team
members were wondering why and
how? Why did they have to play for
three different coaches in three
years? How are we going to build a
foundation of the program for years
to come? Over the course of the
season, these team members where
answering their own questions.
This year's coach by committee,
Deb Pope stepped in and brought a
whole new attitude and confidence
to her team. fu the previous two

players

to be named

seasons, the lack of confidence
played a role in most of the losses.
"Ever though I was sidelined due to
my knee injury last spring, it was
just fun for me to watched the
progress that we made from last
year to this one," said Valerie
Cardinale. "We have made great
progress this season. I'm already
looking forward to next season so I
can contribute to the winning ways
as much as possible.
Preparing to go into the new
millennium, the LU volleyball team
seems to be heading in the right
direction. As the program begins its
fourth year next fall, so do the initial
group of players in one respect, as
they head into their senior year at
Lynn University. With this beginning the case, there's not a group of
females on campus that want to win
more in 2000 then this one. For all
intensive purposes next season will

Photo by STEFANO PAPALOS
Fernanda Campos and team fmish with the best record in history.
be the final chapter in their volleyball careers.
Also, with going into the new.
millennium one question has to be
answered and that is, Will coach
Pope return as the head Knight or
will the fourth new coac~ be
assigned to guide this program?
Stay tuned.

Men's and women's cross country teams participated in the
Sunshine State Conference championships in Winter Park.
The men finished sixth out of
six teams in the lOK men's race.
The women fmished seventh out of
seven teams in the 6K race. Flori&'
Southern won both races.
Philimon Ketshabile was Lynn's
top male finisher. Ketshabile finished in 17th place with a time of
37:30. Lynn's Thapeil Madikome
finished 22nd with a time of 39:00.
The rest of the Knights' lineup, Stan
Jakubowicz, Brian Rothman, and
Michael Mendez finished 43rd
through 45th respectively.
On the women's team, Islande
Dillon fmished in 20th place with a
time of 26:54. Pamela Landquist
finished 23rd for the Knights while
Marcela Garcia, Wendy Morre, and
Joyce Abonne finished 44th
through 46th respectively.

SEASON ENDS FOR WOMEN
Soccer loses chance to repeat as
national champions
Page 11

Men contend for national title

At Midnight
Madness,
jwilor Dairan
Bryant (33)
dunks during
the omcial
start of the
NCAA basket·
ball season.

• Win Sunshine Conference Championship;
qualify for NCAA Division II playoff bid

Photo by
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Coach brings new style
to Knights' basketball
• Anders suffers Injury tturing summer
By MIKE PASSIFIUME
Staff Writer
On the evening of Oct. 14, the
basketball season officially began
with the annual Midnight Madness.
The 1999 -2000 campaign begins a
different era of men's basketball at

Lynn.
First-year head coach Andy
Russo looks to uphold the ~tion

"i think the players that
we've brought in this year
fit very well into
this system."

andy russo
head coach

r

of Knight basketball and hopes to
follow in coach Price's footsteps.
Along with a new headman,
Russo brings to the court a whole
new coaching staff and a different
type of system; The only coaching
holdover from last year's squad is
assistant coach Bill Fash.
Besides coach Fash the program
has received a face-lift. The coaching staff includes assistant coach
John McCarthy, formerly a coach at
Wilmington College in Delaware,
assistant Josh Schertz a former FAU
assistant, and new student assistant
Ben Connolly, a former Knight
player. "1bese coaches that are

assembled here are very knowledgeable when it comes to the game of
basketball, 11 Russo said.
- Since the beginning, LU has
been known for an up and down
tempo, While this may happen occasionally, for the most part "Russo
Ball" will be concentrated around
the half-court set.
"I think the players that we've
brought in this year fit very well into
this system. As far as the returning
players, it might bewhile for them to
get adjusted to it, I have confidence
that once they do they start buymg
into the system." Connolly said. •
Besides the system and the
coaching staff being new, the team
also has eight new· players. Of the
eight, guard Rino Bevis and bigman
Eric Lawson are transfers from
• across town a FAU.
Coach Russo and his squad will
operate without the services of
Kenny Anders ·the entire season.
During the summer, Anders suffered
a season-ending knee injury in a
pick-up game. He plans on sitting
out the entire school year as well
and coming back strong next year.
The team will have a tough tail
on opening night. Lynn tips off the
. season Nov. 19 in the Seattle Pacific
Classic. The host team will take on
the new-look Knights. It was just a
year ago Seattle-Pacific made it to
the "Sweet Sixteen. •
:·.-
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By VALERIE SMITH
Staff Writer
With such a young team, the
men's soccer team made it to the
playoffs again with a 1-0 victory
over Florida Tech on Nov. 4.
Dean Wilson, a freshman starter
from England, was on a scoring
streak, scoring more goals than any
other teammate. "I have been looking forward to this all year, n Wilson
said. "The games have become
much harder as the year has progressed, so I have been having to
work exceptionally hard to keep up.
I was not expecting it to be easy. 11
As for smne of the other players,
this will be their last opportunity to
go to the playoffs.
.
"lbis being my last year, really
entices me to do better, n starter
Morton Kristenson said. "1 have
been to school and played soccer for
Photo by KATHLEEN SHEHA
the past four years. I hope that we
will do well during the playoffs to Senior Nathan Murray scores the winning goal as Lynn beat Flori(
make it to the final four."
Tecb 1-0 to cmcb the Sunshine State Conference title.
Gareth Dunn, a senior s!after,
also had hopes for his team.
"With our team being so young,
don't make it to the playoffs, then it's a bad year."
we have done very well." Dunn says. "I hope that as a
However the Knights were unable to make it out '
team we can go far, and have many of our expectations the first round as they lost 1-0 to Barry at home in ove:
met. You always imagine that you'll get there. If you time, Nov. 13 at the McCusker sports complex.

Athletes train during off season;
compete in invitational tour ¥..
•

By VALERIE SMITH
Staff Writer
The golf and tennis teams have
been making preparations for their
new seasons.
Senior Julia Jehs, the number
one tennis player, prepares for the
new season by playing in matches,
although the season hasn't started
yet.
"The tournaments benefit me
because I get to play matches, • Jehs
said. "Playing a match is different
from just hitting on tbe court in

practice.•
Jehs also prepares by training
physically. She bas been weight lifting, running, and swimming to keep

~
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in shape.
Even during the summer the,.~~
letes must play to maintili'n in good
physical shape.
The golf team has already started its season. They have done well
their fllSt two matches, finishing
second in both.
Wicus Potgieter, a senior fouryear starter for the golf team, has
high hopes for his team this year.
Potgieter says that the team
trains vigorously by running and
weight lifting to make sure they are
in great shape in time for the season
"This point of the season, it's
nice that the golf team had reached
the level of competition far beyond

.R8do Forpcs competes In tbe of!
season to keep Ia sUpe.

tbe past two years. • Potgieter sai4
"If this level persists, we will agai
be one of the top albletic teams 1

Lynn.•

